










Abstract 

Almighty ALLAH grants different rewards to the humans and also 

tests them using different ways as well. Out of these rewards, one is

of the abundance in wealth. In Qur'an, Al Mighty ALLAH has 

sometimes termed this wealth as reward and somewhere it is called

as a test. If a human fulfills his/her financial obligations then this

wealth becomes reward, and when these obligations are not

fulfilled then this wealth becomes an evil and a test.                          

The sayings of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) tell us 

that on the Day of Judgment, a human will be asked two specific

questions about the wealth. One will be that from where this wealth

was earned? And the other will be that where and how this wealth

was spent? Therefore, from the view point of Islamic Shari'a, we

must duly fulfill all our financial obligations so that we can save

ourselves from degradation and humiliation on the Day of

Judgment.                                                                                            

A man must provide alimony to his family and parents according to

his financial status. Zakat, Hajj and other similar financial

obligations have also been put on a wealthy Muslim so that he can

(   )





use his wealth to please Al Mighty ALLAH. Similarly, this wealth

must be spent in order to support his family and help other poor

people. Islam has specified this whole financial system so that a

human becomes a source of good for others and we all have also

been ordered to do well with others.                                                   
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